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SSC CHSL- MODEL PAPER
ENGLISH COMPREHENSION
Q1.Directions: In these questions the s entences have
been given in Active/ Passive Voice. From the given
alternatives choose the one which best expresses the
given sentence in Passive/Active Voice.
He teaches us grammar.
(a)Grammar was taught to us by him.
(b)We are taught grammar by him.
(c)We were teached grammar by him.
(d)Grammar will be teached to us by him.
Q2.Directions: In these questions the s entences have
been given in Active/ Passive Voice. From the given
alternatives choose the one which best expresses the
given sentence in Passive/Active Voice.
The students are decorati ng the stage for the annual day
celebrations.
(a)The stage had been decorated by the students for the
annual day celebrations.
(b)The stage is being decorated by the students for the
annual day celebrations.
(c)The stage was decorated by the students for t he
annual day celebrations.
(d)The stage has been decorated by the students for the
annual day celebrations.
Q3.Directions : In these questions choose the word
opposite in meaning to the word given in bold.
AFFLUENT
(a) high
(b) (2) poor
(c) rare
(d) fluent
Q4.Directions : In these questions choose the word
opposite in meaning to the word given in bold.
ADMONISH
(a)condemn
(b)bless
(c)praise
(d)congratulate
Q5.Directions: In the following ques tions, a s entence
has been given in Direct/Indirect Speech . Out of the
four alternatives suggested, select the one which best
expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct Speech.
He said, “Has anybody been unkind to you ?”
(a)He asked me if anybody had been unkind to me.
(b)He asked me had anybody been unkind to me.
(c)He asked me if anybody had been unkind to you
(d)He asked me if anybody had been unkind to him.
Q6.Directions: In the following ques tions, a s entence
has been given in Direct/Indirect Speech . Out of the
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four alternatives suggested, select the one which best
expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct Speech.
“I wonder what he wants of us," said Quint.
(a)Quint s aid that he was wondering what he wanted of
them.
(b)Quint said that he wondered what he wanted of us.
(c)Quint said he wondered what he wants of them.
(d)Quint said that he wondered what he wanted of them.
Q7. Directions : In each questions read each sentence to
find out the whether there is any error in it. The error
if any will be in one part of the sentence. The number of
that part is the answer.
Ignore the errors of
punctuations if any.
No sooner (1) / I had spoken (2) than he left (3)/ No
error (4)
(a)No sooner
(b) I had spoken
(c) than he left
(d)No error
Q8. Directions : In each questions read each sentence to
find out the whether there is any error in it. The error
if any will be in one part of the sentence. The number of
that part is the answer.
Ignore the errors of
punctuations if any.
One of my desires (1)/ are to become (2)/a doctor (3)/
no error (4)
(a) One of my desires
(b) are to become
(c) a doctor
(d)no error
Q9.Only one of the boys
work given yesterday
(a) have
(b)has
(c) can
(d)could

________ not done the home-

Q10. The bride settled ________ very well In the new
environment
(a)on
(b) down
(c) up
(d) off
Q11.Directions: In the following ques tions, four
alternatives are given for the Idiom/Phrase printed in
bold in the sentence. Choos e the alternative which best
expresses the meaning of the Idiom/ Phrase.
His statement is not and out a lie.
(a)totally
(b) simply
(c) merely
(d) slightly
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Q12.Directions: In the following ques tions, four
alternatives are given for the Idiom/Phrase printed in
bold in the sentence. Choos e the alternative which best
expresses the meaning of the Idiom/ Phrase.
In the securities scam, the national credibility was at
stake.
(a)on trial
(b)under pressure
(c)in danger
(d)challenged
Q13. Directions: Out of the four al ternatives, choose the
one which can be substituted for the given
words/sentence.
A short poem or s peech addressed to the spectators
after the conclusion of a drama.
(a)Prologue
(b) Dialogue
(c) Epilogue
(d) Monologue
Q14. Directions: Out of the four al ternatives, choose the
one which can be substituted for the given
words/sentence.
A person in his seventies
(a) Sexagenarian
(b)Septuagenarian
(c)Centurion
(d)Patriarch
Q15. Directions : In these ques tions, the first and last
sentence of the passage are numbered 1 and 6. The rest
of the passage is split into four parts and named P,Q,R,S .
These four parts are not given in proper order. Read the
sentences and find out which of the four combinations is
correct.
1. During the reign of the Emperor Tiberius
P.called Phaedrus
Q.an Augustan storyteller
R.translated Aesop’s fables into Latin
S.in ancient Rome
6.and also added some tales of his own.
(a) QRPS
(b) PQRS
(c) SQPR
(d) RSPQ
Q16. Directions : In these ques tions, the first and last
sentence of the passage are numbered 1 and 6. The rest
of the passage is split into four parts and named P,Q,R,S .
These four parts are not given in proper order. Read the
sentences and find out which of the four combinations is
correct.
(1) The wife is
(P)not the husband’s slave
(Q)but his companion and his helpmate
(R)and an equal partner
(S)in all his joys and sorrows and is
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(6) as free as the husband to choose her own path.
(a) QRSP
(b)PRQS
(c) QSRP
(d)PQRS
Q17.Directions: In the following questions, a sentence/
part of the sentence is printed in bold. Below are given
alternatives which may improve the bold part.
Choose the correct al ternative. In case no improvement
is needed, your answer is No Improvement.
The teacher was very angry at his student.
(a)angry with
(b)angry against
(c)angry about
(d)No improvement
Q18.Directions: In the following questions, a sentence/
part of the sentence is printed in bold. Below are given
alternatives which may improve the bold part.
Choose the correct al ternative. In case no improvement
is needed, your answer is No Improvement.
The food tastes deliciously.
(a)delicacy
(b)delicious
(c) badly
(d)No improvement
Q19.Directions: In the following questions out of the
four alternatives, choose the one which best expresses,
the meaning of the given word.
QUIVER
(a) quarrel
(b) quicken
(c) waver
(d) tremble
Q20.Directions: In the following questions out of the
four alternatives, choose the one which best expresses,
the meaning of the given word.
OBSCENE
(a)indecent
(b) incorrigible
(c) ridiculous
(d) Intolerable
Q21. DIRECTIONS : YOU HAVE ONE BRIEF PASSAGE
WITH LIVE QUESTIONS. READ THE PASSAGE
CAREFULLY AND CHOO SE THE BEST ANSWER TO EACH
QUESTION OUT OF THE FOUR ALTERNATIVES.
In 1760 a man named Tiphaigne de la Roche made a
bizarre prediction. In an imaginary story called
Giphantie mirror images of scenes from nature could be
captured permanently on a canvas covered with a sticky
material. After the material dri ed in darkness the image
would remai n on the canvas forever. At the time the idea
was unheard of. It was not until the following century
that the concept of photography was born starting wi th
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some experiments by Nicephore Ni epce. Nicephore
Niepce who was a French inventor was interested in
lithography which is a printmaking technique. He was
experimenting wi th lithography when he found a way of
copying etchings onto glass and pewter plates using a
chemical that changes when it is exposed to light. He
learned to burn images onto the plates and then pri nt
the images on paper. He shared his findings with Louis
Jacques Mande Daguerre who improved the process and
announced It to the French Academy of Sciences in The
Daguerreotype the photography method named after
Daguerre met wi th great success. It was so successful in
fact that French newspapers said the French public had
an illness called Daguerreot-ypomani a Daguerreotypes
were inexpensive and were suitable for portraiture.
People called the Daguerreotype a “mirror with a
memory”. Some portrait artists went out of business
when Daguerreotypes came into vogue. Others became
Daguerreotypists now known as photographers.
The term bizarre most commonly means
(a) humorous
(b) strange
(c) popular
(d) obvious
Q22.When was the concept of photography born ?
(a)When an imaginary story called Giphantie was born.
(b)When mirror images of scenes were captured on a
canvas.
(c)When Roche made a prediction.
(d)When Nicephore conducted some experiments
Q23.What does lithography deal with?
(a)A print making technique.
(b)Copying of etchings.
(c)Usage of chemicals to make etchings.
(d)Usage of light in printing.
Q24.What was the contribution of Daguerre ?
(a)He improvised upon the work of Roche.
(b)He introduced the method of photography.
(c)He started the print making technique.
(d)He could print images on canvas.
Q25.Why did the portrait artists go out of business ?
(a)Because types were not expensive at all.
(b)Because etchings had become popular.
(c)Becaus e the photography method di d not involve
much money and was suitable for making portraits.
(d)Because they demanded a lot of money which people
found burdensome.

NUMERICAL APTITUDE
Q26.The population of a village decreases at the rate of
20% per annum. If its population 2 years ago was 10000
the present population is
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(a)4600
(b) 6400
(c) 7600
(d) 6000
Q27.Compound interest on a sum of money for 2 years
at 4 per cent per annum is Rs. 24
48. Simple interest on the same sum of money at the
same rate of interest for 2 years will be:
(a) Rs. 2500
(b) Rs. 2400
(c) Rs. 2360
(d) Rs. 2250
Q28.A boat running rows downstream covers a distance
of 20 km in 2 hrs while it cov ers the same distance
upstream in 5 hrs. Then speed of the boat in still water is
(a) 7 km/hr
(b) 8 km/hr
(c) 9 km/hr
(d) 10 km/hr
Q29.The internal angle bisectors of the ∠B and ∠C of the
Δ ABC inters ect at O, If ∠A = 100°, then the measure of
∠BOC is:
(a) 110°
(b) 140 °
(c)© 130°
(d) 120°
Q30. The product of two numbers is 1280 and their HCF
is
8. The LCM of the number will be:
(a) 160
(b) 150
(c) 120
(d) 140
Q31.7kg of tea costing Rs.280 per kg is mixed with 9 kg
of tea cos ting Rs. 240 per kg. The average price per kg of
the mixed tea is:
(a) Rs 255.80
(b) Rs. 257.50
(c) Rs 267.20
(d) Rs. 267.50
Q32.Two partners X and Y start a business by investing
Rs. 50,000 and 40, 000 respectively, What will the ratio of
their profits at the end fo the year
(a) 5:4
(b) 3:6
(c) 4:5
(d) 6 :3
Q33.A Cistern has two pipes . One can fill it with water in
8 hours and other can empty it in 5 hours. In how many
hours will the cistern be emptied if both the pipes are
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opened together when 3/4 of the cistern is already full of
water?
(a) 40/3 HOURS
(b) 10 HOURS
(c) 6 HOURS
(d) 10/3 HOURS
Q34.If tan A + cot A = 2 then the value of tan10 A + cot10 A
is :
(a) 4
(b) 2
(c) 210
(d) 1
Q35.The smallest number added to 680621 to make the
sum a perfect square is
(a) 4
(b) 5
(c) 6
(d) 8
Q36.If

= –2 then the value of

where n

is a positive integer is
(a) 0
(b) 2
(c) –2
(d) –5
Q37.Raj and Prem walk in opposite direction at the rate
of 3 km and 2 km per hour respectively. How far will
they be from each other after 2 hrs?
(a) 8 km
(b) 10 km
(c) 2 km
(d) 61 km
Q38.If m +

= 4, find the value of (m-2) 2 +

:

(a) – 2
(b) 0
(c) 2
(d) 4
Q39.What sum of money will amount to Rs. 520 in 5
years and to Rs. 568 in 7 years at simple interest?
(a) Rs. 400
(b) Rs. 120
(c) Rs. 510
(d) Rs. 220
Q40.Annual incomes of Amit and Veer are the ratio 3 : 2,
while the ratio of their expenditure is 5 :
3. If at the énd of the year each savesRs.1,0
00. The annual income of Amit is:
(a) Rs. 9,000
(b) Rs. 8,000
(c) Rs. 7, 000
(d) Rs. 6,000
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Q41.A man and a boy received Rs. 800 as wages for 5
days for the work they did together. The man's efficiency
is twice of the boy. What are the daily wages of the boy?
(a)Rs. 160/3
(b) Rs.169/3
(c) Rs. 133/3
(d) Rs. 121/3
Q42. Raghav an purchas ed a scooter at 13/15 of its
selling price and sold it at12% more than its selling
price. His gain is.
(a) 20%
(b) 30%
(c) 495/13%
(d)380/13%
Q43.The radii of the base of cylinder and cone are in
ratio √3:√2 and thei r heights are in the ratio √2:√3 .
their volumes are in the ratio of
(a)√3:√2
(b)3√3:√2
(c)√3:2√2
(d)√2:√6
Q44.The value of (0.63 +0.37)is
(a)1
(b)100/99
(c)99/100
(d)100/33
Q45.Alex sold his goods after announcing two successive
discounts of 30% each. The effective discount altogether
is
(a) 52%
(b) 49%
(c) 50%
(d) 51%
Q46.The ratio of the length and breadth of a rectangul ar
parallelepiped is 5 : 3 and its height is 6cm. if the total
surface area of the parallelepiped be 558sq.cm, then its
length in dm is:
(a)9
(b) 1.5
(c) 10
(d) 15
Q47.A solid cone of height 9 cm with di ameter of is base
18 cm is cut out from a wooden solid sphere of radius
9cm the percentage of wood wasted is :
(a)25%
(b) 30%
(c)50%
(d) 75%
Q48.If tanθ = , then the value of

–

is:
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(a) 0.5
(b) – 0.5
(c) 3.0
(d) – 3.0
Q49.If sin A – cos A =
:
(a) 1/√3
(b) √3/2
(c) 1/4
(d) √3/4

√

, then the value of sinA . cosA is

Q50.A number is increased by x % ; to get back in the
original number, it is to be reduced by?
(a) 10x/ (10+x) %
(b) 100x (10+x)%
(c) x%
(d) x/(100+x)%

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE & REASONING
Q51.Direction: In each of the following questions, s elect
the related word from the given alternatives.
Psychology : Mind : : Ornithology : ?
(a)Sanskrit
(b) Coin
(c) Mammal
(d) Bird
Q52.Direction: From among the given alternatives
select the one in which the set of numbers is most like
the set of numbers given in the question.
Given set : (6, 14, 30)
(a) 4, 16, 28
(b) 7, 12, 22
(c) 6, 12, 22
(d) 5, 12, 20
Q53.Direction: In each of the following questions, s elect
the related letter from the given alternatives.
JLNP : OMKI : : SUWY : ?
(a) MLKJ
(b) PLHD
(c) XVTR
(d) FGHI
Q54. M is the son of P. Q is the granddaughter of O who
is the husband of P. How is M related to O?
(a) Son
(b)Daughter
(c) Mother
(d) Father
Q55.Direction: In The following Question you have to
identify the correct respons e from the given premises
stated according to following symbols:
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If - stands for division, + for multiplication, ÷ for
subtraction and × for addition, then which one of the
following equations is correct ?
(a)19 + 5- 4 × 2 ÷ 4=11
(b)19 × 5 - 4 ÷ 2 + 4 = 16
(c)19 ÷ 5 + 4 - 2 × 4 = 13
(d)19 ÷ 5 + 4 + 2 ÷ 4 = 20
Q56.Find the odd man out from the given responses ?
(a) Square
(b)Circle
(c) Rectangle
(d) Triangle
Q57.Find the odd man out from the given responses ?
(a) Boxing
(b) Wrestling
(b)Karate
(d) Long jump
Q58.Find the odd man out from the given responses ?
(a) College
(b) Kindergarten
(c) School
(d) Education
Q59.Babu is Rahim’s nei ghbour and his house is 200
metres away in the north west direction. Joseph is
Rahim’s neighbour and his house is located 200 metres
away i n the southwes t direction. Gopal is Jos eph’s
neighbour and he stays 200 metres away in the south
east direction. Roy is Gopal's neighbour and his house is
located 200 metres away in the north east direction.
Then where is the position of Roy’s house in rel ation to
Babu’s ?
(a) South east
(b) South west
(c) North
(d) Northeast
Q60.Ramesh drives his car 4 km to eas t, then takes left
turn and drives 6 km. He again turns to his left hand side
and travels 4 km. How many km is Ramesh away from
his starting place ?
(a) 6 km
(b) 10 km
(c) 4 km
(d) 14 km
Q61.Directions: In each of the following questions a
series is given with one term missing. Choose the correct
alternative from the given ones that will complete the
series
2, 5, 9, 19, 37, ?
(a)73
(b) 75
(c)76
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(d) 78
Q62.Directions: In each of the following questions a
series is given with one term missing. Choose the correct
alternative from the given ones that will complete the
series
109, 74, 46, 25, 11, ?
(a)36
(b)0
(c)4
(d)11
Q63. Direction: Which one set of letters when
sequenti ally placed at the gaps in the given letters series
shall complete .
aac_bba_cc_baa_cb_
(a)abaac
(b) cabcb
(c) bcacb
(d) baebe
Q64.If CLOUD can be coded as 59432 and RAIN as 1678,
how can AROUND be coded?
(a)614832
(b) 614382
(c) 641382
(d) 461382
Q65.If ‘INDUS’ is coded as ‘03865’ and ‘TENNIS’ is coded
as ‘243305’, then what will be the code for ‘STUDENT’ ?
(a) 5628342
(b)5648324
(c) 5268432
(d)5642832
Q66.If DEAN is written as NOKX, how NEED be wri tten
in that code ?
(a) NOOX
(b) XONO
(c) ONQX
(d) XOON
Q67.Direction: In the following questions a word is
followed by four other words one of which cannot be
formed by using the letter of the given word. Find this
word.
PERSONIFICATION
(a)FICTION
(b) CAPTION
(c) NOTIONS
(d) FASHION
Q68.Direction:In the following questions a word is
followed by four other words one of which cannot be
formed by using the letter of the given word. Find this
word.
DEPARTMENT
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(a)PART
(b) TREAT
(c) MATURE
(d) TAME
Q69.Direction: From the given alternative words, select
the word which can be formed using the l etters of the
given word
GLAZE
(a) GLAD
(b) LAZY
(c) LEASE
(d) ZEAL
Q70.If DEAN is written as NOKX, how NEED be wri tten
in that code ?
(a) NOOX
(b) XONO
(c) ONQX
(d) XOON
Q71.Directions : Given below are two Matrices of
Twenty-five cells, each containing two classes of
alphabets. The columns and rows of Matrix I are
numbered from 0 to 4 and that of M atrix II from 5 to 9. A
letter from these matrices can be represented first by its
row number and the next by its column number. In each
of the following ques tions, identify one set of number
pairs out of (1), (2), (3) and (4) which repres ents the
given word. Below are two matrices of twenty five cells
each containing two classes of alphabets. The columns
and rows of matri x I are numbered 0 to 4 and that of
Matri x II from 5 to 9. A letter from thes e matrices can be
repres ented first by its row number and next by the
column number. If A’ can be represented by ‘OT, ‘41’ etc.
similarly ‘R’ can be represented by ‘59’, ‘78’ etc. In each
of the following ques tions, identify one set of number
pairs out of (1), (2), (3) and (4) which repres ents the
given word.

FELT
(a)
76. 40.
(b)
76. 40.
(c)
76. 40.
(d)
76. 40.

42, 24
42, 24
42, 24
42, 24
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Q72.Directions: which of the answer fi gures is exactly
the mirror image of the given figure?
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(c)[3]
(d)[4]
Q75.Directions: In which answer figure is the given
figure embedded?

(a)[1]
(b)[2]
(c)[3]
(d)[4]
Q73.Directions: A piece of paper is folded and cut as
shown below. How will it appear when opened? Select
your response from the answer figures.

(a)[1]
(b)[2]
(c)[3]
(d)[4]

GENERAL AWARENESS
Q76.Which of the following circuit el ements is used to
block DC in an electronic circuit ?
(a)Resistances
(b)Capacitance
(c)Inductance
(d)Diode
Q77. Which Fundamental Right according to Dr.
Ambedkar is like the heart of the Constitution?
(a)Right of Constitutional remedies
(b)Right to religion
(c)Right to equality
(d)Right to freedom

(a)[1]
(b)[2]
(c)[3]
(d)[4]
Q74.Directions: Which answer figure will complete the
question figure?

Q78.Money Bills originate in the State Legislative
Assembly on the recommendation of
(a)the Governor
(b)the Chief Minister
(c)the Finance Minister
(d)the Speaker
Q79. Humburger effect is otherwise known as
(a) Sodium pump
(b) Anaerobic metabolism
(c) Choloride shift
(d) Respiratory product
Q80. German silver used for making utensils is an alloy
of
(a) copper silver nickel
(b) copper zinc nickel
(c) copper zinc aluminium
(d) copper nickel aluminium

(a)[1]
(b)[2]
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Q81.Who introduced MMX technology?
(a)IBM
(b) Apple
(c) Microsoft
(d) Intel
Q82.The deflection of the wi nds to the ri ght in the
northern hemisphere is caused by :
(a)revolution of the earth
(b)rotation of the earth
(c)uneven heating of the earth
(d)All the above
Q83.Which of the following is a perfect match ?
(a)Coronary attack - vascular dilation
(b)Atherosclerosis - blockage of arteries
(c)Hypertension- low blood pressure
(d)Hypotension - heart attack
Q84.BT seed is associated with
(a)Rice
(b)Wheat
(c) Cotton
(d)Oil seeds
Q85. Cement is formed by strongly heating a mixture of
(a) limestone and graphite
(b) limestone and clay
(c) chalk and graphite.
(d) clay and graphite
Q86. Which one of the following is used as preserv ative
for foodstuff ?
(a) Sodium Benzoate
(b) Picric acid
(c) Glycerine
(d) Sodium Chloride
Q87.Which application in Microsoft office is feasible for
preparing presentations?
(a)Microsoft Excel
(b)Microsoft Word
(c)Microsoft Power Point
(d)Microsoft Publishers
Q88.Myopia is the same as
(a)Near sightedness
(b)Astigmatism
(c)Presbyopia
(d)Long sightedness
Q89.Which of the following nonmembers of Parliament
has the right to address it ?
(a)Attorney General of India
(b)Solicitor General of India
(c)Chief Justice of India
(d)Chief Election Commissioner
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Q90.Following the addition of artificial or non-artificial
substances such as nitrates and phosphates through
fertilizers or sewage to a fresh water body, there is:
1.Great increase of phytoplankton
2.Enhanced growth of aquatic vegetation i.e.
phytoplankton and algal bloom
3.Natural eutrophication
4. Human-caused eutrophication
(a) 1,2,3
(b)1,2,4
(c)2,3,4
(d)1,2, 3, 4
Q91.Some of the important-peasant revolts of the 19th
colonial India and their leaders were as follows:
1.Santhal Rebellion - Sido and Kanhu
2.Khonds of Ghumsar - Chakra Bisoi
3.Savare Rebellion - Radhakrishna Dandasena
4.Pabna Uprising - Kesab Chandra Roy
Select the code for correct statements:
(a)Only 1
(b) 2,3
(c)4 only
(d)1,2,3, 4
Q92.The Congress was passing through midnight gloom,
and Gandhiji himself withdrew from politics altogether,
devoting himself to his social programme. This refers to
which period of the Indian National movement
(a)failure of Round Table Conference and its after-math
(b)post non-cooperation phase
(c)world-wide depression of 1930s
(d)none of the above
Q93.One of the following is true about India’s forei gn
policy:
1.It seeks to promote independent foreign policy
2.India’s faith in peaceful co-existence is deep-rooted
(a)1 only
(b)2 only
(c)Both 1 and 2
(d)Neither1 nor 2
Q94. What is true about ITC?
(a)it is a high pressure belt
(b)it is also known as the horse latitudes
(c)it is the zone of convergence of the trade winds
(d)it is the zone of convergence of the westerlies
Q95.We derive our information regarding Harsh from
(a)Harisena
(b)Kalhan
(c)Bana
(d)Kalidasa
Q96.Which one of the following revenue items was
collected only in cash under the Mauryas?
(a)kara
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(b)bhaga
(c)hiranya
(d)pranaya
Q97.By which the sex of a child is determined before
birth ?
(a)Sperms of father
(b)Foetus of mother
(c)Both
(d) and
Q98.In man the normal number of chromosomes is
(a)42
(b)44
(c)46
(d)48
Q99.Indira Point is the southern most tip of
(a)Maldives
(b)Laccadives
(c)Andaman and Nicobar islands
(d)Dhanushkodi

Q100.Where was the first cotton mill in India
established?
(a)Surat
(b) Mumbai
(c) Ahmedabad
(d) Coimbatore

1b
7b
13c
19d
25c
31b
37b
43b
49d
55c
61b
67d
73b
79c
85b
91d
97b

2b
8b
14b
20a
26b
32a
38c
44b
50b
56b
62c
68c
74b
80b
86a
92b
98c
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3b
9b
15c
21b
27b
33b
39a
45d
51d
57d
63b
69d
75d
81d
87c
93c
99c

4c
10b
16d
22d
28a
34b
40d
46b
52b
58d
64b
70d
76b
82b
88a
94c
100b

5a
11a
17a
23a
29b
35a
41a
47a
53c
59a
65c
71c
77a
83d
89a
95c

6d
12c
18b
24b
30a
36c
42d
48c
54a
60a
66d
72d
78a
84c
90b
96c
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